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ABSTR
RACT
The Met Office com
mpleted the deployment
d
of ten
(
Ramann and depoolarization), each
lidars (UV
accompaanied by a sunphotoometer (polaarized
model), to providee quantitativve monitorinng of
U for VAAC Londonn. The
volcanicc ash over UK
lidars prrovide rangee corrected signal
s
and voolume
depolariization ratioo in near--real time. The
sunphotoometers delliver aerosool optical depth,
d
Ångstrom exponennt and deegree of linear
polarizattion. Case sttudy analysees of Saharann dust
events (aas a proxy foor volcanic ash) are preseented.
1

INT
TRODUCTIION

The Meet Office hosts
h
and runs
r
the Loondon
Volcanicc Ash Advissory Centre (VAAC)
(
as part
p of
nine VA
AACs worldw
wide [1]. Th
he VAAC Loondon
advisories are basedd on input froom ground-bbased,
satellite--based and aircraft-base
a
d observatio
ons as
well ass dispersionn models forecast
fo
[2].. The
ceilometter network is used opperationally since
2012 and it producess range correected signal (RCS)
(
in near-rreal time (N
NRT) [1]. Th
he procuremeent of
lidars annd sunphotom
meters starteed in 2013 annd the
lidar-sunnphotometer network beecame operaational
in 2016 (for more details,
d
includding the dataa flow
n, see [1]).. The
to provvide NRT vvisualization
ultimatee goal for thee volcanic ashh (VA) netw
work is
to provide for VAA
AC the locatioon (altitude of the
boundarries) of the VA plumes and estimates of
the VA concentration
c
ns within thee plumes.
2

nphotometerss
RT. The sun
depolarizationn ratio) in NR
Cimel CE3118-NE DPS
S9) provide the aerosoll
(C
opptical depth (AOD) and Å
Ångstrom ex
xponent (AE))
inn NRT. The data is also submitted too AERONET
T
[44] with one day delay. In the nearr future, thee
degree of lineear polarizatiion will be ad
dded to NRT
T
prroducts. Too assure thee eye-safetyy, the lidarss
opperate at ~500mJ/pulse annd 20 Hz.

LID
DAR-SUNPHOTOMET
TER
OP
PERATIONA
AL NETWO
ORK

The Met
M
Office VA Liddar-sunphotoometer
operatioonal networkk contains ninne fixed locations
and a mobile
m
unit (F
Fig. 1). The lidars
l
(Raym
metrics
LR111-3300) operatee in UV andd have N2 Raman
R
and depolarization ((polar and coo-polar) chaannels.
The metthod used forr depolarizattion calibratioon for
our lidarr systems is described elsewhere
e
[3]]. The
lidars provide R
RCS and VDR (vo
olume

Figure 1.T
The Met Officee Lidar-sunph
hotometer
operational network.
n
Also shown the loccation of the
operational cceilometers.

As a consequuence of itss geographiccal location,
A
cllouds (i.e. low level cclouds or cloud-topped
c
d
boundary layeer) are typicaally present over
o
the UK.
W
Within
these conditions, clear skies or
o skies withh
ciirrus (Ci) cloouds are less frequent.
On the other hand, UK attmosphere iss clearer than
O
n
coontinental Europe
E
(lesss pollution). Thus, thee
network is laargely utilizeed to monito
or long-rangee
trransport of pollution, suuch as volccanic ash orr
Saharan dust clouds.
Inn the followiing sections,, we describee two eventss
obbserved by the UK VA networrk: biomasss
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Consequently, it looks like the contribution of the
thin pollution layers is insignificant. On May 26,
the pollution layers can still be seen at 8-10km at
all four locations (Figs. 3-6). No sunphotometer
data was available at East Malling and Watnall.

burning event at the end of May 2016; and a
volcanic ash event early January 2017
interestingly also associated with buoyancy
internal gravity waves.
2.1

Biomass burning pollution event

Smoke layers of Canadian forest fires were
observed by Lidar systems over centre-Southern
UK between 25th and 31st of May 2016 at Exeter,
East Malling and Watnall and between 23rd and
31st of May at Camborne. Figure 2 shows RCS
and VDR collected at Camborne on May 24th,
2016. Note that VDR is shown in log10 scale to
emphasize the depolarization layers.
The pollution event was observed in all four
locations at high altitude (between ~5 km and ~10
km). On several occasions, the pollution layers
coexisted along the Ci clouds. In the UV region
the molecular component of the backscatter signal
is important and thus, weak aerosol pollution
layers are not always clearly observed in RCS
(Fig. 2, upper plot). However, the signature of the
non-spherical particles can be seen in VDR (Fig.
2, middle plot). High AOD were also observed
(up to 0.45), especially between 15:00 and 18:00.
In this period AE increases (from 0.5 to 0.9),
which indicates the relevance of small particles.

Figure 3. RCS (upper), VDR (middle) and AOD and
AE (lower) at Camborne on 26/05/2016 during a
biomass burning event.

Figure 2. RCS (upper), VDR (middle) and AOD and
AE (lower) at Camborne on 24/05/2016 during a
biomass burning event.

Figure 4. RCS (upper), VDR (middle) and AOD and
AE (lower) at Exeter (van) on 26/05/2016 during a
biomass burning event
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The assumption is that this depolarizing layer
originates from the descendent pollution layer.
Figures 7 and 8 show RCS and VDR zoomed over
first two km above the ground for January 4 and
January 5. The presence of LLC (see Figs 7-8) as

Figure 5. RCS (upper) and VDR (middle) at East
Malling on 26/05/2016 during a biomass burning event

Figure 7. RCS (upper), VDR (middle) and AOD and
AE (lower) at Glasgow Bishopton on 04/01/2017after a
pollution event. Zoom over [0, 2] km.
Figure 6. RCS (upper) and VDR (middle) at Watnall on
26/05/2016 during a biomass burning event

For Camborne and Exeter, high AOD values (up
to ~0.5) can still be seen but most probably they
are due to PBL particles contribution. The full
analysis of the particles optical properties will be
shown during conference.
2.2

Buoyancy internal gravity waves

A weak pollution event took place over central
UK towards the end of December 2016 and early
January 2017. Preliminary examination suggests
that the layer originates from western Alaska and
it could have as source the eruption from
Bogoslov volcano during December [6].
Continuous measurements were taken at three
locations including Glasgow Bishopton in
Scotland. On January 3rd, a pollution layer is seen
descending towards the planetary boundary layer
(PBL). On January 4th and 5th, a very thin
depolarizing layer is noticeable at the top of PBL.

Figure 8. RCS (upper), VDR (middle) and AOD and
AE (lower) at Glasgow Bishopton on 05/01/2017after a
pollution event. Zoom over [0, 2] km.
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well as of Ci clouds (from ~15:00UTC on 04/01
until ~07:00UTC on 05/01) and middle clouds
(after ~12:00UTC on 05/01) limited the retrieval
of AOD. Sporadic AOD values show small values
(below 0.1 for 340nm). The Met Office NRT for
AOD and AE for these days are not in agreement
with AERONET [4], for reasons currently
unknown. This is under investigation and an
update will be given during IRLC.
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CONCLUSIONS

An operational network of ten lidars and
sunphotometers was successfully set up over the
UK by the Met Office in 2016 to monitor volcanic
ash. NRT plots with RCS and VDR are used by the
VAAC London, along with AOD and AE from
sunphotometers. The algorithms to retrieve the
particle optical properties are under development
Detailed analysis of the events described here,
including the aerosol particles optical properties
and optical and microphysical properties as
retrieved by AERONET, will be presented at
ILRC.
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